
Chapter 5. The Nature Of Delusion

Why does the expression of emotional energy make the Self feel self-limited to the form of its
body? The expression of emotions, as in the expression of fear and desire, are about defending
the survival of the body in the virtual reality world. The virtual reality world of the Matrix is
always defined on a holographic screen that arises at the boundary of the observer's holographic
world. All the information for that holographic world is encoded on the screen. The body only
survives in that virtual reality world because it expresses self-defensive emotions. That's the only
purpose of expressing self-defensive emotions. Their expression defends body survival. When
the Self emotionally identifies itself with its ego and feels emotionally self-limited to the form of
its body, it feels compelled to defend the survival of its body and ego in the virtual reality world
as though its existence depends upon it. The way the Self defends the survival of its ego is by
focusing its attention on its ego in a personally biased way, which leads to the expression of more
personally biased emotions that emotionally reinforce its self-identification with its ego.

Delusion arises because the Self is defending the survival of its ego as though its existence
depends upon it. That's how the Self emotionally constructs all the false beliefs it believes about
itself. Those false beliefs are emotionally constructed in its mind as self-concepts. Expressions of
fear and desire are self-defensive emotions that have no other purpose than to defend the survival
of the body and the ego. When the Self feels compelled to defend the survival of its body and
ego in the virtual reality world that it perceives as though its existence depends upon it, those are
the self-defensive emotions the Self will express with its personally biased focus of attention.
The Self is emotionally identifying itself with the emotionally animated form of a person that
appears in the virtual reality world of the Matrix that it perceives. That delusional belief that it
believes about itself is the nature of its bondage, which makes it a prisoner of the Matrix.

Something else weird happens when the Self expresses these emotions and identifies itself with
its ego. The self-concept requires the mental construction of a body-based self-image. That
personal self-image is always constructed out of memory of past events and anticipation of future
events. The construction of a personal self-image requires an emotional projection into either the
past or the future. A personal self-image can only be constructed out of memory or anticipation
of events. The problem is, the Self as a presence of consciousness is only present in the present
moment. When the Self emotionally constructs a personal self-image through emotional
projection into past or future events, the Self is no longer aware of itself as a presence of
consciousness that only exists in the present moment. That lack of awareness of itself is a key
aspect of how the Self falsely identifies itself with its ego. Memory of the past and anticipation
of the future are aspects of the virtual reality world the Self perceives. As the Self perceives its
personal self-image constructed out of the remembered past or the anticipated future, this leads
the Self to identify itself with its ego that can only appear to exist in that virtual reality world.

When the Self emotionally identifies itself with its ego, it feels compelled to defend the survival
of its ego as though its existence upon it. All expressions of fear and desire defend the survival of



the ego because they defend the survival of the body. The ego really only cares about defending
its own survival in the virtual reality world, which is what the Self cares about when it identifies
itself with its ego. The most important way the ego defends its survival is by expressing the
desire to be in control and to feel powerful. The ego defends its survival in relation to other
things that appear in the virtual reality world by expressing the desire to control things and have
power over others. The desire to be in control and have power over others is always
self-defensive. That's how the ego defends its survival. The desire to defend itself arises from its
fear of death and non-existence, and the desire to be in control and feel powerful is a denial of
death. At its very core, the ego is only motivated by fear and denial.

The key point is that the Self is a point of impersonal perceiving consciousness at the central
point of view of its own holographic world that is only identifying itself with the form of a
person that appears in that world. There is no way to understand the Self as being a person or
having a personal origin. The Self is inherently impersonal. The form of a person is only another
object that the Self perceives in its own holographic world. There is only an illusion that the Self
is personal when the Self identifies itself with the form of a person.

The Self is a presence of consciousness that perceives all the perceivable objects of its own
holographic world. It is a moving point of illuminating and perceiving consciousness at the
central point of view of that world. The Self is a point of impersonal perceiving consciousness at
the central point of view of its own holographic world that is only identifying itself with the form
of a person that appears in that world. This point of impersonal consciousness is identifying itself
with the form of a person that appears in the world it perceives. The Self identifies itself with the
projected and animated image of a person as it projects, animates and perceives that image. The
nature of personal self-identification is delusional. Personal self-identification is a false belief
that impersonal consciousness believes about itself. Impersonal consciousness falsely believes
that it is a person that appears in the holographic world that it perceives. The nature of delusion
is this false belief the Self believes about itself that it is a person in the world it perceives. That
delusional false belief that it believes about itself is what makes it a prisoner of the Matrix.

Self-identification of perceiving consciousness with the life-form it perceives can only be driven
by the expression of emotional energy that makes perceiving consciousness feel self-limited to
the emotionally animated form of that life-form as it perceives the flow of emotional energy that
animates that life-form. That expression of emotional energy is what creates the false belief that
perceiving consciousness believes about itself that it is the life-form it perceives. In reality,
perceiving consciousness is nothing perceivable. The true nature of perceiving consciousness can
only be described in the sense of negation as the formless nothingness of pure consciousness.
Nothing that perceiving consciousness believes about itself is true since it is nothing perceivable.

Perceiving consciousness can only arise from the undifferentiated consciousness of the void as
consciousness is focalized into a focal point of perceiving consciousness at the central point of
view of its own holographic world. That focalization of consciousness into a point of view can



only arise with personal bias in the focus of attention of consciousness as that presence of
consciousness emotionally identifies itself with the emotionally animated form of a person that
appears in that world. That expression of emotional energy always reflects personal bias in the
focus of attention and arises with the motion of the Self as a moving point of consciousness.

The Illusion Of Individual Existence Revisited

There is no individual entity here. There is only generic information and energy being organized
into the animated form of a person and the undifferentiated consciousness of the void being
focalized into a point of view. The moving point of view of the observer’s perceiving
consciousness always arises in relation to a holographic screen as the light of consciousness
projects the animated images of a holographic world from the observer’s holographic screen to
its central point of view. Information is encoded on the screen and energy is expressed with the
observer’s motion as the observer’s consciousness arises at that point of view.

At the level of the spirit, you are the ultimate reality. At the level of the ego, you are an
abomination. There is no contradiction. It all depends on at which level of reality you choose to
exist. When you choose to exist at the level of the ego, you're existing at the level of an illusion,
at the level of a virtual reality.

Of course, you really can't exist at the level of an illusion. You only believe that you exist at the
level of an illusion. You believe a false belief about yourself, a delusion. You always exist at the
level of the spirit. You only believe that you exist at the level of the ego.


